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 At last, it looks like we may just be getting on top of Covid 19. However, we may have a bit to go yet.
Motorsport UK has issued a bulletin that they intend to open up Motorsport on 29th April 2021 in England. We
will wait to see the advice from the ANICC.
I have made a speculative booking of Bishopscourt for Sat 19th June 2021 to run our Rally.  Even if there is only
a partial relaxation, we have the option of running behind closed doors. This of course all depends on the
ongoing Covid 19 situation and the ANICC Rallies committee decisions on dates.
I have also made a gesture to Cookstown Motor Club to allow them to use our 6th November date to run their
road rally. To carry out PR this is probably one of the only dates this year to allow that to happen. Meantime,
please look after yourselves there is still plenty of the virus circulating. There was no committee meeting this
month, but I will update you on committee matters after next months meeting.
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Yazeed Al Rajhi and Michael Orr claimed
a dominant victory on the Dubai
International Baja, the second round of
the FIA Baja World Cup. The Toyota crew
won both selective sections to head
Khalid Al Qassimi and Dirk Von Zitzewitz
by 33 minutes and 49 seconds after 387
kilometres of competition. Yasir Seaidan
and Aleksei Kuzmich took third in a MINI
John Cooper Works Rally. In the first of
three events based in the Middle East, Al
Rajhi and Orr were unstoppable. Despite

some technical issues and a puncture on Friday’s opening leg, the Saudi Arabian driver – who was
competing in the Baja for the first time, skillfully navigated by his Northern Irish Co-driver had
enough of a margin to ease the pace over the tricky desert terrain. Victory on the Baja once again
eluded Al Qassimi, although the Emirati has won in Dubai three times, each occasion being when
the event ran as the Dubai International Rally, the UAE’s first major motorsport event with a 37-
year history. 

Michael Orr & Yazeed Al Rajhi Dominant in Dudai



100.75mph in a 4.7-litre Crosslé-Shelby Ford Cobra. Motorcycle racing first arrived in 1968, when the
Mourne Club held their first event, with Steve Murray, Tommy Robb, Bill Smith, and Brian Steenson
among the winners. On two wheels, the racing profile continued to grow, attracting big names. In April
1971, Barry Sheene won the 200cc race on his 125cc Suzuki (no mean achievement!), while the
following year saw Bishopscourt stage its first international event when Ulster Centre Promotions -
forced to cancel the Ulster Grand Prix held a major race to celebrate their event's 50th Anniversary.
Sadly, with the security situation continuing to deteriorate, 1973 proved to be the last season for racing
in Bishopscourt's original guise when the UAC was informed by security authorities that it would no
longer allow racing following a bomb attack on RAF installations at the airfield. Bike racing was the
mainstay of the circuit through the 1990s, though the four-wheeled brigade did get a look in through
sprint and Superkart races, plus a one-off visit of the Eurocar series in 1994. Activities came to a brief
halt in August 2001, when the bank foreclosed on loans following a long-running planning dispute. Jim
O'Brien purchased the circuit a short while later and the circuit moved into a new phase of
development. It wasn't until 2002 that the circuit was fully back into use following a series of track
modifications, including the introduction of intermediate and short courses for the first time. Under
O'Brien's stewardship, a programme of continuous development has been implemented. In 2011, the
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If you have any news or stories for April's Newsletter, please let Harry know.

As we can’t be at Bishopscourt for our postponed March Rally we thought it
might be a nice idea to look at the circuit’s rich history. It began life as a World
War Two airfield but is now one of the premier racing facilities in the country
having undergone considerable investment in recent years. Now host to a

bustling calendar of club and national races, the track has seen motorsport
activity take place in two phases. With its military connections causing a
hiatus during the province's turbulent political history in the 1970s, it was
revived in the 1990s. Motor racing started in 1963 and in 1966 Tommy Reid
broke the 100mph barrier when he set a course record average speed of 

whole course was resurfaced, and the new 'International' extension
added. Toilet and shower blocks, a scrutineering bay, stores, and a
race control tower as you know were added. Today, the circuit hosts a
diverse mix of rally, car, bike, and kart races, as well as track days,
private circuit hire and testing. The highlight of the bike racing
calendar is the Sunflower Trophy end-of-season showpiece with past 

winners including Joey Dunlop, Steve Hislop and Jonathan Rea. The four-wheel highlight, of course, is the
BADMC round of the NI Rally Championship.

This weeks quiz has been set by mind master Davy Meeke, all you have to do is to
untangle the following anagrams to make the names of 10 world rally championship
drivers: 1 OPAL RANK REVEAL, 2 HUGS REGIMENTS, 3 GOES INEBRIATES, 
4 ELVES FANNY, 5 INN MUTE UNSEE, 6 BIG LOVER ROLES, 7 AUDI FAX
MOURNER, 8 BRITAIN COHESIVELY, 9 ICONIC ANIMALS & 10 BINGE RACER. 

 Answers by email to d.meeke@sky.com for your chance to win £10 plus a couple of BADMC facemasks.
(We haven’t told Geoff yet!) The winner will be drawn from all correct answers on Saturday 20th March.
 



For all of your motorcyclists, Ducati is continuing its commitment to the safety of
motorcyclists. In collaboration with Dainese, it presents the Ducati Smart Jacket:
an innovative and revolutionary sleeveless vest which uses the airbag
technology of Dainese in a vest made specifically for Ducati. It is claimed that
the Ducati Smart Jacket guarantees a high level of safety thanks to the research
and technology used in the racing leathers of MotoGP riders. The result is a
versatile vest, suitable for every motorcyclist and for all types of road use, and
which can be worn over or under any motorcycle jacket. The operation of the
vest is regulated by the electronic control unit (ECU) which analyses the data
1,000 times per second. In cases of intended engagement, the ECU detects
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dangerous situations such as sliding, high-siding of a rider, rear-end collision, impact with another
object or stopped-vehicle impact, and activates the rider's protection system. Thanks to the vest
structure with internal micro-filaments patented by Dainese, the airbag bag inflates in a uniform and
controlled way along the entire surface, creating a shield that wraps around the body and guarantees
the protection of the declared protective areas. The bag offers protection equal to that of seven level 1
back protectors, without having any rigid protector inside. It has a 26-hour battery life and, when
discharged, can be recharged via any USB socket. Further information on the Ducati Smart Jacket is
available on the Ducati.com website.
 Are you building or restoring an MGB? If you are, British

Motor Heritage (BMH) builds two batches of
replacement bodyshells for the MGB per annum, and
orders for the first run of 2021 are required by March 31
latest. So, all those in urgent need of a new shell should
ring their nearest Heritage Approved Specialist without
delay, a full list of which can be found at www.bmh-
ltd.com. As owners of the original tooling, BMH is the
only company able to reproduce MGB bodies to the
same specification as those manufactured in the period,  

and orders for replacement shells have been rising year on year. They are available for all versions of
the Roadster and GT with prices starting from £11,548.95 (inc. VAT). There is even the option of seam-
welded bodies for competition use. The full range of complete shells and myriad of individual panels
and related fixings is listed on the website. Since its formation in 1975, British Motor Heritage has built
over 6,100 replacement bodyshells for the MGB, MGR V8, MG Midget, Austin-Healey Sprite, Triumph
TR6, original Mini and Mini Clubman, as well as literally tens of thousands of individual replacement
panels. The decision to put such genuine components back into manufacture using the original tools
has been the saviour of countless classic vehicles that would otherwise have been scrapped long ago.

If you have any news or stories for April's Newsletter, please let Harry know.


